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Part 1: Overview of role of land policies in affordable and
social housing provision
Part 2: Current regulations in the Netherlands with
regards to affordable housing



Part 1:  International review of land policies – including Singapore China and
Korea
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https://smartland.fi/wp-content/uploads/Land-policy-for-affordable-and-inclusive-housing-an-international-
review.pdf



New UN and Housing Europe report #Housing2030 
Chapter 3 provides a European review of land policy tools and illustrations promoting affordable and climate neutral
housing
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https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-10/Housing2030%20study_E_web.pdf



Since the 1990s the Netherlands has undermined its long tradition of strong land policy to steer housing outcomes

Dutch cities are known for their compact form, harmonious block based and terraced design, socially inclusive housing and low carbon mobility. 
 Municipal land policy and social housing developers have been crucial to this.
Local authorities have traditionally purchased land at existing use value, provided infrastructure and sold it to developers at a price that at least
recovered costs. This kept house prices stable over time and strategic subsidies also ensured needed segments of the housing market were supplied. 
Municipalities dominated land markets surrounding Dutch cities from 1934  - 1983, during this time social housing production was given primacy to
address supply and affordability requirements It involved strong central government role in planning, urban renewal and urban expansion and strategic
public investment.
Both municipal land policy and social housing developers have been constrained. 
Since the mid 1980s there has been a move away from public sector led development to more market oriented approaches. Municipal role has been
challenged, numerous commercial players entered the land market. Public loans and subsidies have been reduced to ensure diverse housing outcomes.
Speculation has returned and impeded productivity. Liberalisation has not helped generate new supply or appropriate housing outcomes. 
More recently house prices have risen steeply, in part due to land market conditions, and local governments have found that when they come to buy
agricultural land, developers have got there first. Developers only produce housing if and when it is profitable – regardless of need. 
Negotiations with private land owners are often far more complex and lengthy and have caused delays, decreased new production and increased costs.
This varies my municipality, with some having more success, such as Amsterdam.
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https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/international-review-land-supply-and-planning-systems
For a more detailed history see Lawson (2006 CHAPTER 7) and Needham (2014)

https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/international-review-land-supply-and-planning-systems


Dutch Housing Associations were key developers but now more marginalised
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Needham, B & de Kam, G (2000) Land for Social Housing, AEDES Association of Housing Corporations, University of Nijmegen, Nijmegen, Hilversum.



Problems?

From state directed development to
 “Uncoordinated and sometimes contradictory institutional ties link public and private actors in these property production
processes, forming a complex and chaotic landscape of regulations, actors, and relations. This fragmentation, we posit,
warrants recognition as it lies at the heart of scattered investments in the urban built environment.” Hasan-Kok, 2021

“uncertainty about how government resources will actually work. Moreover, public interests are also being eroded by
embracing a policy of invitational planning.” Korthals-Altes, 2022
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Housing Vision – non legally binding 
Performance agreements for HAs
Land use zoning
Agreements prior to rezoning
Agreements on land owned by the municipality
Residual land policy
Compulsory residence
License to split or renovate homes in student cities
Rezoning when buildings vacant
Regulation of short term letting
New since March 2022 -  goal of every municipality to have at
least 30 of housing in the category social rental
Cabinet wants 250,000 new social rental homes to be available by
2030
New large cities can focus much more on building for the more
expensive sector. 
Municipalities are not obliged but performance agreements are made
to work towards this goal
See new “Een thuis voor iedereen” from minister De Jonge van
Volkshuishuisvesting en Ruimtelijke Ordening.

Part 2: New attempts to influence supply outcomes 
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Interesting further references

In addition to work cited in this presentation see recent work here:  
Taşan-Kok T, Özogul S. Fragmented governance architectures underlying residential property production in Amsterdam. Environment and Planning A: Economy and Space.
2021;53(6):1314-1330. doi:10.1177/0308518X21996351
Groetelaers, DA., & Korthals Altes, WK. (2015). The future of Dutch active land policy for housing provision. In s.n. (Ed.), ENHR 2015: Housing and cities in a time of change:
are we focusing on people? (pp. 1-17). ENHR.
Tasan-Kok, T., Groetelaers, A., Haffner, M., Van Der Heijden, H. & Korthals Altes, W.  (2013) Providing Cheap Land for Social Housing: Breaching the State Aid Regulations
of the Single European Market?, Regional Studies, 47:4, 628-642, DOI: 10.1080/00343404.2011.581654
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